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Berenberg Macro Flash 

An upbeat assessment of the start of quantitative easing (QE) and sharp warnings against governments’ compla-

cency are the key message of the second “account of the monetary policy meeting” (or minutes) of the ECB. The 

minutes reveal wide consensus about the major points: 

• QE was already effectiveQE was already effectiveQE was already effectiveQE was already effective    via lower borrowing costs, falling spreads and a weaker euro exchange rate. Confi-

dence surveys provided – and since the ECB’s meeting continue to provide - signs of a strengthening cyclical 

upswing. The tailwind from cheap oil obviously helps enormously, too. 

• TTTThere here here here areareareare    plenty of risksplenty of risksplenty of risksplenty of risks, tilted to the downside, to the upgraded GDP and inflation projections. The word 

“risk” appears 16 times in the minutes. The ECB’s 1.5% forecast for GDP growth in 2015 is still 0.2% higher 

than consensus, the 2017 inflation forecast 0.4ppt higher. 

• Since QE plays an important role in the current economic environment, the raised GDP and inflation forecasts 

“should not be interpreted as suggesting that the [QE] was less necessaryshould not be interpreted as suggesting that the [QE] was less necessaryshould not be interpreted as suggesting that the [QE] was less necessaryshould not be interpreted as suggesting that the [QE] was less necessary”. 

• In several places in the minutes, the ECB sent stern warnings to governmentsthe ECB sent stern warnings to governmentsthe ECB sent stern warnings to governmentsthe ECB sent stern warnings to governments not to become complacent. 

Monetary policy cannot replace structural reforms. To turn the cyclical upswing into a sustainable structural 

one, more reforms would be needed from governments. 

• Fiscal rulFiscal rulFiscal rulFiscal rules should be fulfilledes should be fulfilledes should be fulfilledes should be fulfilled to boost their credibility. Softening, as now exercised by the EU Commission 

notably towards France, was not generally warranted, although demanding additional tightening would also 

not be warranted at the current juncture. 

 

TTTThe Governinhe Governinhe Governinhe Governing Council clarified two important g Council clarified two important g Council clarified two important g Council clarified two important pointspointspointspoints: (1) that the QE programme will end in September 2016 

and (2) that the deposit rate of -0.2% is the effective lower bound. If necessary to return inflation on a sustained 

path towards 2%, the asset purchases could be continued beyond September 2016, of course. They could also be 

widened, although adding corporate bonds, which the Governing Council discussed in January, were no longer 

debated in March. Instead, a differentiation of the 25% issue limit, where legally possible without circumventing 

blocking minority clauses, was brought into play. That could raise the amount of available bonds for purchase. In 

his opening remarks on financial market developments, ECB Board member Benoît Coeuré noted the risk that the 

ECB might not find enough sellers for its purchases and did not dismiss it as Draghi later did in the press confer-

ence. However, since the meeting, the ECB has purchased €41b of government bonds in three weeks, suggesting 

that so far at least, no limits had been hit. Future “minutes” may provide more clarity on this issue. 

 

Notably absentabsentabsentabsent from the recorded discussion were: 

• A discussionA discussionA discussionA discussion    of the various aspects of the Greek crisisof the various aspects of the Greek crisisof the various aspects of the Greek crisisof the various aspects of the Greek crisis. The ECB as a member of the “Brussels group”, 

supervisor of Greece’s banks, provider of emergency liquidity assistance and guardian of the prohibition of 

monetary financing (and thus Greece’s T-bill issuance limit) plays a key role in the Greek saga and the issue 

will have played a role at least on the sidelines. In the account itself, the ECB contented itself with the conclu-

sion that a lack of spill-overs from Greece highlighted that contagion control was working. 

• Fears of overheating in some countriesFears of overheating in some countriesFears of overheating in some countriesFears of overheating in some countries    or marketsor marketsor marketsor markets. Some observers prematurely warn of overheating es-

pecially in Germany, where the unemployment rate at 4.8% suggests the absence of slack. Even some Govern-

ing Council members such as Ms Lautenschläger have publicly warned of asset price bubbles. Such consider-

ations have, rightly in our view, not played a role in the ECB’s discussions at this very early stage of the re-

covery. 

 

We should not expect any policy changes from the ECB between now and midWe should not expect any policy changes from the ECB between now and midWe should not expect any policy changes from the ECB between now and midWe should not expect any policy changes from the ECB between now and mid----2016201620162016, unless severe downside 

or upside risks to the economic trajectory materialise. Then the discussion about what to do next might heat up. If 
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the recovery gets stronger than the ECB currently projects with its above consensus forecasts, some particularly 

hawkish members may start a discussion about tapering the purchases early. However, it would probably take a 

major overshoot and in particular signs of inflationary pressures building to convince a majority on the Govern-

ing Council to taper early. 
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